The formation pathways of different types of organic molecules in protostellar envelopes and other regions of star formation are subjects of intense current interest. We here present observations of C 4 H and CH 3 OH, tracing two distinct groups of interstellar organic molecules, toward 16 protostars in the Ophiuchus and Corona Australis molecular clouds. Together with observations in the literature, we present C 4 H and CH 3 OH data from single-dish observations of 40 embedded protostars. We find no correlation between the C 4 H and CH 3 OH column densities in this large sample. Based on this lack of correlation, a difference in line profiles between C 4 H and CH 3 OH, and previous interferometric observations of similar sources, we propose that the emission from these two molecules is spatially separated, with the CH 3 OH tracing gas that has been transiently heated to high (∼ 70-100 K) temperatures, and the C 4 H tracing the cooler large-scale envelope where CH 4 molecules have been liberated from ices. These results provide insight in the differentiation between hot corino and warm carbon-chain chemistry in embedded protostars.
INTRODUCTION
Organic molecules have been identified in many different environments in space. Typically, a distinction is made between oxygen-bearing molecules (believed to be formed on the surfaces of dust grains) and unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules, e.g. carbon chains (believed to be formed predominantly in the gas phase; see e.g. Sakai & Yamamoto 2013) . Examples of the former are methanol (CH 3 OH), methyl formate, and dimethyl ether, which are typically found in the hot cores of highmass star formation (Kurtz et al. 2000) , but also in so-called hot corinos, deeply embedded low-mass protostars with large abundances of complex organic molecules (COMs; where 'complex' is defined as containing at least six atoms), thought to trace evaporation of the icy dust grain mantles caused by the high temperatures in the hot inner envelope (e.g. Ceccarelli 2004 ). The grain surface formation of such species may also be enhanced by the high radiation fields from the inner protostar (Öberg et al. 2009 ), but might, on the other hand, also be inhibited by desorption of key species such as CO (Lindberg et al. 2015) . Lower abundances of COMs have more recently been detected toward more quiescent objects such as prestellar cores (Bacmann et al. 2012 ) and protostellar cores (Öberg et al. 2010) . The low-temperature desorption mechanism of CH 3 OH remains unknown (Bertin et al. 2016 ). For at least some other COMs, a gasphase formation scenario cannot be disregarded (Charn-ley 1997; Taquet et al. 2016) .
On the other hand, unsaturated carbon-chains such as cyanopolyynes (HC 2n+1 N), polyyne radicals (C 2n H), and the related cyclic molecule c-C 3 H 2 have been detected toward dark molecular clouds and carbon stars (Ohishi & Kaifu 1998) , but also more recently in large abundances toward the two deeply embedded low-mass protostars L1527 and IRAS 15398-3359 (Sakai et al. 2009a,b) , here in combination with low abundances of oxygen-bearing COMs. Sakai et al. (2009a) proposed that this difference in the chemistry of deeply embedded protostars is a result of different collapse time scales. A slow collapse would let a large proportion of the carbon atoms to form CO before accumulation on the dust grains, which would lead to a hot corino scenario, since the formation of oxygen-bearing organics is thought to be initiated by hydrogenation of CO in the ices to form H 2 CO and CH 3 OH. A rapid collapse would, however, make most carbon freeze out as C atoms, which will be hydrogenated to form CH 4 on the grain surfaces. Both CH 3 OH and CH 4 are widely observe in interstellar ices (Boogert et al. 2015) . Desorption of CH 4 and C 2 H 2 molecules can boost the abundances of many unsaturated hydrocarbons through gas-phase reactions (Markwick et al. 2000; Hassel et al. 2008) . Thus, as a protostellar envelope heats up, at about 30 K CH 4 evaporation creates an environment with so-called warm carbon-chain chemistry (WCCC; Sakai & Yamamoto 2013) .
Single-dish and interferometric mapping observations have shown that oxygen-bearing COMs (e.g. CH 3 OH) and unsaturated carbon chains (traced by HC 3 N or C 4 H) in the ISM typically are spatially separated; in at least nine protostellar sources (Pratap et al. 1997; Buckle et al. 2006; Cordiner et al. 2012; Lindberg & Jørgensen 2012) . Most of these sources show extended CH 3 OH emission, thus the CH 3 OH is not only tracing a central hot inner Peterson et al. (2011) envelope, but also large-scale envelope emission. Individual pointings with single-dish telescopes cannot be used to study the spatial distribution of these species, but nevertheless show that they often have different excitation temperatures and linewidths (Lindberg et al. 2015 (Lindberg et al. , 2016 , suggesting that they are spatially differentiated.
Observations also indicate that hot cores and hot corinos can be chemically differentiated between O-rich and N-rich complex molecules (Herbst & van Dishoeck 2009 ) and there appears to be chemical differentiation also between hot corino chemistry and WCCC (Sakai & Yamamoto 2013) . In particular, for WCCC sources, the abundances of unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules, such as C 4 H, appear to be anti-correlated with abundances of CH 3 OH and other COMs. However, HC 3 N, and perhaps also HC 5 N, may co-exist with CH 3 OH in the hottest molecular cores, when the former are produced in a hot gas chemistry (Rodgers & Charnley 2001) , suggesting that there may be relative differentiation between CH 3 OH and specific classes of carbon-chain compounds. Sakai & Yamamoto (2013) have summarized the various chemical scenarios that could account for hydrocarbon/methanol anti-correlations through the CH 4 /CH 3 OH ice mantle abundance ratio.
Very recently, Graninger et al. (2016) identified a tentative correlation between the gas-phase column densities of CH 3 OH and C 4 H in embedded protostars, and suggested that this is related to the simultaneous evaporation of CH 4 (which later forms C 4 H) and CH 3 OH from the dust grains. However, such a correlation would imply (1) that these two species with substantially different binding energies (1090 K for CH 4 and 5530 K for CH 3 OH; Taquet et al. 2016 ) come off the grains simultaneously, and (2) that significant abundances of both CH 3 OH and CH 4 co-exist in the ices. These conditions are in disagreement with the core temperatures of ∼ 30 K and different collapse time scales proposed by Sakai et al. (2009a) , as well as with maps of molecular clouds and protostellar envelopes which show that CH 3 OH and carbon chains, presumably derived from CH 4 and C 2 H 2 evaporation (e.g. C 4 H and HC 3 N), rarely spatially coexist (Buckle et al. 2006; Lindberg & Jørgensen 2012) . Unless an as yet unidentified non-thermal desorption mechanism acts to desorb CH 3 OH in the cooler parts of the protostellar envelopes in our sample, thermal sublimation can be regarded as solely responsible for injecting CH 3 OH and CH 4 into the gas. In cold sources, this thermal heating may be highly transient and initiated by grain-grain collisions perhaps leading to grain-mantle explosions releasing surface-layer molecules (d 'Hendecourt et al. 1985; Markwick et al. 2000) . CH 3 OH and H 2 CO are both water-like species, and are as such thought to come off grains simultaneously despite their different binding energies (Viti et al. 2004) , which is also in agreement with a strong correlation between the two species found in a large sample of embedded protostars (Lindberg et al. 2016) .
To explore these issues further, we observed C 4 H and CH 3 OH toward 16 southern protostars and make comparisons with the sample of 15 northern sources investi- 42 ± 9 63 ± 9 < 72 11.4 ± 0.9 < 21.2
Note. -The CH 3 OH integrated intensities and c-C 3 H 2 and H 2 CO rotational temperatures were measured in APEX observations (Lindberg et al. 2015 (Lindberg et al. , 2016 . In the sources where no c-C 3 H 2 rotational temperature could be calculated, the Ophiuchus average of 10.8 K was used. In the sources with only an upper limit on the H 2 CO temperature, the upper limit was used to calculate a lower limit on the CH 3 OH column density.
gated by Graninger et al. (2016) .
OBSERVATIONS
We observed 14 embedded protostars in the Ophiuchus molecular cloud and two embedded protostars in the Corona Australis molecular cloud using the Kitt Peak 12 Meter radio telescope in May 2016. A source list is presented in Table 1 . The observations were performed with the Millimeter Autocorrelator (MAC) with a bandwidth of 300 MHz centered at 85.559 GHz and with a resolution of 48.8 kHz. This spectral setup covers the two N = 9-8 spectral lines of C 4 H at 85.634 GHz and 85.673 GHz.
The sample was selected from an unbiased APEX 218 GHz survey of the 38 embedded protostars in Ophiuchus (Lindberg et al. 2016) . Only the 14 sources in which unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules (C 2 D, c-C 3 H 2 , or HC 3 N) were detected in our APEX survey were included in our sample in this search for C 4 H. Two embedded protostars in the Corona Australis starforming region with detections of these species (Lindberg et al. 2015) were also included. In this work we also use CH 3 OH observations from the APEX 218 GHz survey using the SHeFI APEX-1 receiver (Lindberg et al. 2016 ).
In addition, we include results from Graninger et al. (2016) , who observed C 4 H and CH 3 OH toward 15 embedded protostars in the northern sky. We have also searched the literature and added all embedded protostars we could find where column densities of both C 4 H and CH 3 OH have been calculated from observations with single-dish telescopes (nine sources), thus making a total of 40 sources.
RESULTS
The measured integrated line intensities are presented in Table 2 together with rotational temperatures of c-C 3 H 2 and H 2 CO measured in APEX 218 GHz observations (Lindberg et al. 2016 ). Since the measured C 4 H lines both have the same E u , we assumed that its temperature is equal to the c-C 3 H 2 rotational temperature to be able to estimate the column densities of C 4 H in our sample. Likewise, the CH 3 OH column density was calculated from the 218.440 GHz line intensity by adopting the H 2 CO rotational temperature. The reason for the use of these different rotational temperatures is that the unsaturated hydrocarbons usually are spatially separated from species related to COMs, and often show different temperatures, LSR velocities, and line widths (e.g. Lindberg & Jørgensen 2012; Lindberg et al. 2015) . Furthermore, the CH 3 OH rotational temperature often does not reflect the kinetic temperature due to sub-thermal excitation and other non-LTE effects (Bachiller et al. 1998) , while the rotational temperature of the closely related molecule H 2 CO is an excellent tracer of the kinetic temperature when using transitions of the same J u (Mangum & Wootten 1993) . We performed non-LTE calculations using RADEX (van der Tak et al. 2007 ) and found that a reliable value on the CH 3 OH column density can be computed with the rotational diagram method using the CH 3 OH 218.440 GHz line intensity and the kinetic temperature at n ∼ 10 6 cm −3 and T 40 K, in our case assuming T kin = T rot (H 2 CO). However, inferring the rotational temperature from another species with possibly different excitation properties may introduce additional uncertainties on the computed C 4 H and CH 3 OH column densities. Such errors are difficult to quantify, and are not taken into account in our stated errors.
For some sources, only one spectral line of c-C 3 H 2 or H 2 CO was detected in our APEX observations, and thus only upper limits on the rotational temperature could be measured by using upper limits of non-detected spectral lines. For the sources where T rot (c-C 3 H 2 ) could not be measured, we used the average of this parameter in the Ophiuchus sources (10.8 K) instead of an upper limit since the range of c-C 3 H 2 rotational temperatures is very narrow. However, the H 2 CO temperature can be influenced by external irradiation and often varies greatly throughout the cloud (Lindberg et al. 2015) ; thus, choosing an average value for the H 2 CO temperature introduces considerable uncertainties. For these sources, we used the upper limit on T rot (H 2 CO) to create lower limits for the CH 3 OH column densities. IRAS 16293-2422 shows two distinct velocity components of C 4 H and CH 3 OH, which we here treat separately, referred to as the red and blue components.
For consistency, we re-calculate the C 4 H and CH 3 OH column densities presented by Graninger et al. (2016) using our algorithm for rotational diagrams based on the method of Goldsmith & Langer (1999) 2 . For the sources where a rotational temperature could not be computed, we used the sample average of 10.9 K for C 4 H and 6.8 K for CH 3 OH. All column densities of C 4 H and CH 3 OH used here, both from this work and the literature, as well as all references, are presented in Table 3 .
To justify the use of c-C 3 H 2 rotational temperatures for C 4 H and H 2 CO rotational temperatures for CH 3 OH, we also investigate the correlation between the column densities of these molecules in Figure 1 . To evaluate the possible correlation we use Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ, which tests the monotonicity of two sets of variables without requiring a linear relation. The c-C 3 H 2 shows a very strong correlation with C 4 H (ρ = 0.82, p = 0.0003) and H 2 CO is strongly correlated with CH 3 OH (ρ = 0.62, p = 0.033). In a larger sample of embedded protostars, Lindberg et al. (2016) found an even stronger correlation between the column densities of H 2 CO and CH 3 OH. We find no correlation between H 2 CO and C 4 H (not plotted).
DISCUSSION
As discussed above, unsaturated hydrocarbons and COMs often show different excitation and line profile properties in studies of dark clouds and low-mass protostars. A comparison of the observed LSR velocities of Gaussian fits to the C 4 H and CH 3 OH lines in our sample shows that these agree within 3σ in only 4/16 sources (25%) where both molecules have been detected, indicating that they often have different origins within the cloud (see Table 3 ). By contrast, the H 2 CO and CH 3 OH LSR velocities agree within 3σ in 12/16 cases (75%), and the c-C 3 H 2 and C 4 H velocities in 9/13 cases (69%). Graninger et al. (2016) do not provide the observed LSR velocities for their sources, and we can thus not include them in this comparison. For the other literature sources, this information is available in some cases (we can compare line widths in 7 sources and LSR velocities in 4). In most cases they appear to be matching well, contrary to what we find in our sample.
The left panel of Figure 2 shows a correlation plot of the column densities of C 4 H and CH 3 OH from this work as well as the literature. A positive correlation between C 4 H and CH 3 OH was suggested by Graninger et al. (2016) , although such a trend was only significant if normalizing the column densities with H 2 O ice column densities. Using recalculated column densities, such a trend is still plausible in that sample, but on the other hand, our data points from Ophiuchus suggest a negative correlation. None of these trends are significant. When combining these two datasets with the nine data points of single-dish measurements of C 4 H and CH 3 OH from the literature we find no discernible correlation.
To normalize the observed column densities, Graninger et al. (2016) use N (H 2 O) ice as a proxy for the envelope material along the line of sight. However, C 4 H forms from evaporated CH 4 in the gas phase (e.g. Sakai et al. 2009a ). Thus, we instead desire a tracer of the total amount of gas in the beam, for which the envelope mass (M env ; typically derived from dust continuum observations at wavelengths ∼ 1 mm; e.g. Enoch et al. 2009 ) is a good proxy. The envelope mass is also much easier to measure than the H 2 O ice column density, which requires strong flux at 3 µm, making such measurements towards Class 0 sources extremely difficult. The middle panel of GSS 30 0.19 ± 0.09 3.58 ± 0.12 0.64 ± 0.16 1.7 ± 0.4 3.08 ± 0.12 1.13 ± 0.29 (1) 0.22
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1.1 ± 0.6 3.76 ± 0.06 1.31 ± 0.13 7.9 ± 0.9 2.76 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.10 (1) ... ... VLA 1623 0.69 ± 0.13 3.61 ± 0.04 0.70 ± 0.09 1.5 ± 0.3 3.69 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.15 (1) 0.24 (8) ISO-Oph 124 0.48 ± 0.28 4.95 ± 0.14 1.08 ± 0.27 2.9 ± 0.7 3.53 ± 0.12 1.65 ± 0.27 (1) 0.070 (8 Graninger et al. (2016 Graninger et al. ( ) andÖberg et al. (2014 ; (3) Sakai et al. (2009a) ; (4) Maret et al. (2005) , re-calculated using H 2 CO rotational temperatures calculated from line intensities in Maret et al. (2004) ; (5) Buckle & Fuller (2002) ; (6) Lindberg et al. (2015) ; (7) Sakai et al. (2009b) ; (8) Enoch et al. (2009); (9) Calculated from submm fluxes and luminosities in Jørgensen et al. (2008) ; (10) Nutter et al. (2005) ; (11) Jørgensen et al. (2002) ; (12) Young et al. (2003) ; (13) Brinch et al. (2007) ; (14) Arce & Sargent (2006) ; (15) Ciardi et al. (2003) ; (16) Tanner & Arce (2011) ; (17) Hogerheijde et al. (1999) ; (18) Lindberg & Jørgensen (2012) . Figure 2 shows the C 4 H and CH 3 OH column densities normalized by M env , and no correlation is detected. Neither do we find a correlation if the hot corino sources or all Class 0 sources are disregarded. To account for the possibility that the CH 3 OH actually coincides with the cool C 4 H, we also calculated N (CH 3 OH) assuming that T rot (CH 3 OH) = T rot (c-C 3 H 2 ), and still find no correlation.
We also show the column densities normalized with N (H 2 O) ice (Figure 2, right panel) , but since infrared observations of the molecular ice absorption are unavailable for most sources in our sample we can only add a few data points to the correlation plot of Graninger et al. (2016) . For these data points (excluding those that are upper limits) the correlation coefficient ρ = 0.48 with a p-value of 0.06, indicating that no statistically significant correlation can be found. If only including the data points of the Graninger et al. (2016) sample, ρ = 0.74 with a p-value of 0.003, indicating a strong correlation. N (H 2 O) ice measurements of the remaining sources in the sample is necessary to confirm or disprove this correlation, but considering the spread of the Ophiuchus data points (blue data points, left panel of Figure 2 ) it is likely that also the N (H 2 O) ice -normalized correlation plot will show a larger spread when adding those data. Many of the missing sources are Class 0 objects, bound to be very faint at 3 µm, and measurements of N (H 2 O) ice will prove to be difficult before the advent of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST).
The hot corino sources (shown with black stars in Figure Graninger et al. (2016) (green) , and other sources with data from the literature (red). Hot corino sources are indicated with black stars, the WCCC source L1527 with a black diamond, and any other Class 0 sources (using the T bol < 70 K definition) with black rings. Upper/lower limit data points are semi-transparent.
CH 3 OH and C 4 H column densities.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent observations led Graninger et al. (2016) to conclude that the gas-phase abundances of C 4 H and CH 3 OH in protostellar envelopes are in fact correlated. We have observed C 4 H toward 16 protostars and, when these data are combined with a re-analysis of those of Graninger et al. and others from the literature, we find no definitive evidence for such a correlation. The fact that CH 3 OH is detected in these sources points to the dust and gas having been heated to ∼ 70-100 K making the CH 3 OH thermally sublimate. In the sources containing a protostar this may be due to, e.g., a previous short outburst (Audard et al. 2014; Taquet et al. 2016) . Our observations support the view that CH 3 OH and C 4 H respectively reside in warmer and cooler regions of the protostellar environment, where carbon-chain formation is respectively suppressed and enhanced. The most dense and hot regions will have higher H 2 O abundances, leading to destruction of C + , making the reaction of C + with CH 4 (which leads to the formation of hydrocarbons) less efficient than in the lower-density, H 2 O-free, outer envelope (Sakai & Yamamoto 2013) . In the known WCCC sources, which have temperatures ∼ 30 K, the presence of gas-phase CH 3 OH and HDO in the central envelope (Jørgensen et al. 2013; Bjerkeli et al. 2016 ) indicates a recent accretion burst causing ice-mantle evaporation.
In the near future JWST will enable detections of ices in many faint sources representing different stages of the star formation process: from field stars tracing ices in cold dark clouds, to the youngest, most deeply embedded protostars. It will then be possible to explore in more detail expected correlations and anti-correlations between gas-phase and ice-phase chemistries.
